
Dormant Life 
A stand-alone mission for Star Trek Adventures 

By Peter Shephard 
A stellar investigation turns into a life and death conundrum for the crew; where does the Prime Directive start 
and end?  

Directives in Play (Suggested): Uphold the Prime Directive; Answer the Mystery; Advance Scientific Knowledge 

Introduction 

This adventure is intended as a “side mission” or stand-alone episode which can fit into virtually any era or 
quadrant with minor changes to the set up. For ENT era, the long-range probe could be “Vulcan star charts”; 
for VOY-type crew (lost/far from home ship), either their own long range probe, or general astrometric 
observation from the home quadrant, or from trade with local species would be a suitable introduction. 

For the purposes of clarity, the assumption will be a star ship within the Alpha/Beta quadrant, in 
regular/normal communication with Starfleet. 

Opening Scene; 

The star ship is on course to their next mission when they are sent a communication from Sector Command to 
investigate a nearby star. The information supplied shows the star was surveyed via a long range probe thirty 
years ago, and it contained a G3-type star (approx 1.2 Sol) along with two gas giants (1 class J and 1 class T) 
and a four rocky planets / planetoids (all class D, 0.1 – 0.9g), and asteroids in a rough belt between the inner 
rocky planets and outer gas giants. There was no detectable life in the system, or any signs of civilisation, so 
has not been a priority for further survey. The new survey reveals that the visible light from the star has 
reduced by 85%, and all long-range scans have failed to read any further information; it appears that 
something is blocking or obscuring scanners. As the star was young/mid-life, there is no reason the star would 
have dimmed, and there is no known nebula in the area which would prevent scans. Scanning by the ship from 
long range shows that the star is physically still where it is supposed to be (based on gravitational reading and 
direct observations of the available light), however it is obscured, and the gravitational readings are slightly 
different to the survey readings. If the ship is equipped with Advanced Sensors, or if the players Spend 
Momentum for additional information, their scans detect an apparent heavily localised nebula-like structure. 

Scene One; Initial Investigations 

As the ship drops out of warp, and able to conduct short range scans, they find/confirm a Type III Nebula 
comprised of mainly helium and hydrogen with some trace nobel gases is surrounding the star system. This 
will not present an immediate danger to the ship – although it restricts scanning to extremely short range; 
they are unable to penetrate the nebula more than a few tens of kilometres. Characters with Astrophysics or 
similar Focuses will note that it is highly unusual for a Type III Nebula to form without a surrounding Type I or II 
Nebula. 

The crew has a few options;  

• If they send in a probe, they will effectively get a detailed, although very narrow, scan as the probe 
threads through the clouds for a period of time (2-3h suggested). The probe will eventually break 
through the nebula, and will show the star as was originally surveyed along with the inner four 
planets/planetoids. If the crew is directly controlling the probe, raise the tension with a near miss of 
one of the asteroids in the asteroid belt (Control or Daring + Navigation, Diff 1/2).  

• If they enter the nebula, they will encounter some denser pockets of gas, which should be treated as a 
Piloting or Navigation check (Diff 1). Sensors are again extreme short range only; a few tens of 
kilometres. As with the probe, make it tense with near misses from asteroid(s) if desired. They will 
eventually break through to the centre, described as above. 



• They may attempt to pilot up and over or under the clouds. If 
they do, they will discover that the nebula is a rough donut-
shape. They can easily "fly" up and over without difficulty. 
They may attempt to determine where the Nebula sits in 
comparison with the previous survey; an Insight + Science 
(Stellar Phenomenon or similar focus) at Diff 1 will show that 
the gas giants would be within the nebula mass 

They may survey the inner system; this should be an extended task, 
combining several disciplines (mainly Science- and Navigation-related 
checks). Unless they deduced it earlier, their survey will show that the 
rocky planets are as/where expected, however the asteroid belt and 
gas giants appear to be within the nebula mass. 

During the survey, the players will pick up four asteroids following a 
single trajectory through the system; they are, however, travelling at 
high speeds (0.05 Impulse - far too fast to be naturally occurring 
although well within shuttle capabilities). Computing their paths 
reveals the first will impact the largest rocky planet within the next 
30h, and the others will hit at intervals of almost exactly 6h - too much 
of a coincidence to be natural. Their path loops them around the star 
before impacting, shedding most of their velocity; again, highlighting 
the apparently planned course. 

Scene 2a: Rogue Asteroids 

Approaching and scanning the rogue asteroids (Insight / Science) 
reveals they are all approximately the same mass, approx. 150km in 
diameter, and comprised of basic iron/nickel asteroid material - 
absolutely nothing special. However, anything beyond a success (i.e. additional information spend, or if the 
ship has Advanced Sensors) will reveal a network pattern of "null spaces" each exactly 1km apart all over the 
surface of the asteroid. The sensors do not show any readings from these areas; the gaps of information are 
exactly 10m; i.e. is a 10m "void of information". Optical imaging reveals a 10m "orb" of blackness - think 
Vantablack painted on a weather balloon, with a slightly flattened base (which is actually embedded into the 
asteroid by approx. 1m); the orb is a micron-perfect sphere. The crew may attempt to get a transporter lock; a 
direct lock is impossible, as the system cannot lock on to anything. It is possible to "wide angle beam" - i.e. 
beam a large chunk of the asteroid and a sphere - to a suitably huge room on the ship, although this should be 
a Diff 3 challenge. They crew may also beam down or take a shuttle to have a closer look. This will reveal 
exactly what is mentioned above; physically touching the sphere has no impact on the individual or the 
sphere; touching with a bare hand (in the ship, not in space!) is in one instant like touching cold steel, but 
within half a second is as warm as the individuals' hand. It is also not possible to tractor a single Orb, but can 
“rip” an orb off the asteroid, with a chunk of the rock. Transport Enhancers may also be deployed to assist. 

Scene 2b: Curious Orb 

If the crew manage to get one of the spheres on board, nothing they initially attempt will reveal any 
information about the sphere. Allow the players to explore various methods; the only thing they can ascertain 
is that any heat or cold application has approximately a 0.5 second delay before the local area reaches that 
temperature. As before, any scans (including temperature!) reveals only is the absence of data; realising the 
heat change gradient requires physical touch. Unless one of the players references using plasma as a heat 
source (whether warp plasma, or superheated plasma, or anything else with high heat), nothing else will be 
revealed; even phaser fire will have no discernible impact or effect. After approximately 20 seconds of 
exposure to plasma, the sphere cracks and splits exactly in half; one small chunk within also breaks off - this is 
a perfect sphere 10cm across. The sphere, internally, is a 4m thick solid black material (save for the mini 



sphere); at the centre is a 2m void, which leaks a thick green/brown oily material; it has the viscosity of treacle, 
so is very slow moving.  

• The mini-orb takes any amount of electrical or similar power to activate. It will immediately activate 
whatever the nearest non-weapon equipment with data-storage ability; this is likely to be either a 
computer terminal, or tricorder. After a few seconds of random flashing lights/beeps/static, depending 
on the device, there is a huge data download, taking a few seconds, before the sphere shuts off. 
(Authors note; at this point, you can easily change the following as a plot hook for a future 
adventure/episode;) 

o Studying the data reveals that the orbs are the method an ancient civilisation used to spread 
throughout the galaxy; they mention some of the ancient races (Iconians, Hurq, and other 
ancient races as being "young") and that they only launched their orbs at planets which cannot 
support life.  

• The “treacle” requires Medical or Science investigation. (Authors note; at this point, you can easily 
change the following as desired to whatever material/story you desire; perhaps the goo is a biological 
weapon from an ancient war?) As an extended task (suggest ~20 Work, 3 Magnitude, Difficulty 1, 
Resistance 1), the material is revealed to be a form of terraforming goo, primarily amino acids and 
base material which will, in theory, be very likely to generate and spawn life. If a Triumphant is 
activated, the character will realise that the material has been genetically modified to create life at a 
greatly accelerated rate; millions of years of evolution could occur in a few hours or days. 

Scene 3a: Planetside – the Ship 

Approaching and scanning the “targeted” planet reveals that the planet is devoid of life and unnatural 
structures; there is evidence of tectonic activity (mountain ranges, canyons etc); however, short range 
scanning reveals it is actually at the lowest end of Class H; there is a thin atmosphere, enough to produce 
winds and move the surface in storms, but absolutely no water or water vapour. Setting up a targeted 
survey/grid, or spending Momentum for Additional Information, reveals one weak power source, which is 
semi-obscured in the winds and dust storms. From orbit, there can be no further information gained.  

• Transport is possible, but is a Diff 2 task to beam down, with the Complication range increasing by 1 
per 2 away team members (i.e. 4 members = Comp 18). If they manage to beam down, setting up 
Emergency Transporters reduces the Difficulty to beam to 1, and Complication is 1 per 3 away team 
members. EV suits will be required on the planets surface. 

• Alternatively, taking a shuttle will require several Piloting checks at variable difficulty (enough to give 
some excitement but not likely to damage the shuttle/injure the crew). 

The power source is revealed to be a crashed alien ship of unknown design; even close range scans/tricorder 
reading do not penetrate the hull; however, areas which are exposed to the atmosphere are able to be 
scanned. There are no signs of being warp capable (but equally, no engineering/engines remain which would 
answer definitively), which has clearly been there for years; it is partially buried under the windblown material 
and is at least partially exposed to the thin atmosphere. The away team will need EV suits to enter the ship. 
Accessing and exploring the ship should be tense; suggested Traits would be “Dark”, “Dusty”, “Unknown 
Dangers”. They will also realise (eventually) that communicators do not work inside the alien ship, unless in 
direct line of sight. The crew will discover the minimal power is being generated by radioisotope decay, similar 
to but more powerful than ancient Earth deep space probes is maintaining the computer system in dormant 
mode, and sending the huge majority of power through a jury-rigged 
power line through a hatch in the floor. 

The players may attempt to divert power to systems in the ship. This 
may include (and may impact the Traits above); 

• Diverting power to the lighting systems 
• Diverting power to atmospheric controls 
• Diverting power to computers 

The unknown radiation is leaking from 
the casing, which will require Medical 
intervention on return to the ship – the 
danger of this is up to the GM, however 
the levels of Radiation should not be 
immediately problematic; the players 
should have several hours at least 
before anything detrimental occurs. 



o Diverting power to lighting will show that the inhabitants of the ship are smaller than most 
“standard” humanoids, approximately 1m tall based on the positions of the consoles and 
various furniture. This will remove the “Dark” trait, unless they have already met this in some 
other way. 

o Diverting power to atmospheric controls will clear the dust in 1-2 rounds from all airtight 
rooms, and in 3-4 rounds will produce breathable though thin air; light actions are without 
difficulty, combat or heavy exertion will give +1 Complication range. 

o Diverting power to computers will power up the main console; with the assistance of a 
tricorder, anyone with Xenobiology, Xenolinguistics or similar language-based Focus will be 
able to begin to translate the computer; it will require some work to complete (suggest 2-3 
rounds of successful checks, not as an extended task). Success will unlock the most recent 
records in the system; 
 Routine exploration of the system. Cryostatis was maintained during the journey 
 Investigation of asteroid belt is progressing, several potential mining sites 
 Damage to the ship from asteroid collision 
 Proceeding to Planet IV for repairs, emergency broadcast issued 
 Crashlanding on Planet IV, heavy damage 
 Transfer of cryopods to survive with limited resources 
 Power transfer from emergency power supply 
 No response from emergency broadcast, all crew to go into cryosleep 

Scene 3b; Planetside – the Cavern 

Assuming the players open the hatch; 

Opening the hatch reveals a manual-powered elevator cut through the rock; this was apparently a bottom-
mounted docking port. Scanning with an opened hatch shows that there is both life and power signatures in 
caverns below, but both are weak. Exploring will uncover a dozen cryopods in a cavern, a natural space which 
has been modified and made larger with fairly advanced mining equipment (i.e. laser tools rather than 
shovels). The cryopods are being suppled power via the ship above. The power is steady, but weak - there is 
not enough power for anything else to be switched on. If the crew diverted power to computers / lighting etc 
above, one pod per system activated will have been deactivated. A medical scan will reveal the power was cut 
within the last few minutes, and the occupants are on the verge of death as the cryosystem fails; it is possible 
to Jury Rig a simple power transfer from (for example) a phaser to maintain power to these pods and save the 
occupants, but this should be a time limited challenge. Detailed medical scans of the individuals reveal they 
are Bynar-like, without the computer dependency. Success also reveals that they have been in statis for 
approximately 20 Earth-years. They can be revived with additional power sources, however this will take up to 
12 hours due to the technology used in the cyrostatis pods. 

Scene 4; Chaos on the Ship 

This scene assumes the following; 

• At least one sphere was brought onto the players ship 

On attempting to return to the ship, the players will have to do the actual work – hails to the transporter room 
or shuttlebay (as appropriate) go unanswered, requiring the players to instruct the computer to beam them / 
open the shuttlebay doors. On entering the room/bay, they will find the ship on Red Alert, and will hear 
localised sounds of fighting, including phaser fire, shouts, and roars/animal like noises. 

The exact nature of this will be determined by the GM – however (as story intended) the goo began to evolve at 
an increased rate, subsuming and combining with any biological matter it encountered; initially, bacteria from 
the atmosphere, although if it was being studied by a science/medical team (whilst the “cameras were 
elsewhere”) then larger lifeforms may have been subsumed quickly. The biological infestation should be severe 
enough that the majority of the crew is focused on combating these creatures – e.g. a small ship (Nova/Oberth 
class) there may be 1-2 decks which are severely overran with several casualties; a large ship (e.g. a Galaxy 



class) may have multiple sections of the ship overran over several decks with dozens of crewmembers missing. 
However, the intention is to give the players a challenging fight at the end of a science-based adventure; it 
should not be easy, but shouldn’t be deadly for the heroes. Depending on the nature of the players, it may be 
possible to recover/heal the affected crewmembers (such as was achieved with Barclays Protomorphesis 
Syndrome) or they may have been lost to the biological transformation. 

If the players have been “split-screen” between an off-ship investigation, and continuing to investigate the 
sphere (either with a main character or Support Characters), my suggestion would be to “fade to black” on the 
ship as soon as the first biological matter (e.g. someones hand) touches the goo; however, if this is a Lead 
Character, I suggest they instantly fall unconscious and are taken to the Medical Bay, before “fading to black”. 
Its then up to the GM to determine how to “handle” this. Alternatively, if action has been offship for a period 
of time, this will serve as a bit of a surprise! 

Scene 5; Prime Arguments 

As the mission comes towards a conclusion, and the biological infestation has been contained or eliminated, 
the players will be faced with questions; 

• If they investigated the planet and crashed ship, do they save the inhabitants? 
o Does the Prime Directive apply? 
o Is it simply the “right thing” to do? 
o At this point, they will be right on the verge of being too late (suggest 14-15h before impact), 

unless they slow/divert/destroy the first asteroid to buy more time 
o But, is this a violation of the non-interference intent of the Prime Directive? 

• If they investigated the asteroids and the orbs, do they allow these to impact the planet and terraform 
the barren rock? 

o From a science perspective, both the impact and subsequent terraforming could be invaluable 
research for decades to come 

o Does the Prime Directive apply to the potential for life, vs the presence of life? 

The players should defer to their captain’s judgement, although disagreement and discussion should be on 
both sides (ideally). If they decide to revive the “Bynars”, then they will need to undertake an Extended Task 
Timed Challenge to recover the life forms and get to safety. It is possible that the countdown timer may have 
been started when investigating the ship; in which case, the question is more about a First Contact scenario, 
and slightly less time constrained than the example below. 

This will be 1 time Interval per hour remaining before impact. The countdown for the “Bynars” being safe to 
transport starts a separate 12h countdown; they cannot be removed until this 12h is completed otherwise 
they will instantly die. As an example partial “run through” of a potential solution; 

Impact-15h – decision to recover the life forms made; shuttlecraft prepared with equipment required (1h) 

I-14h – Shuttlecraft departs ship, pilot makes 2-3 Diff 2 Conn checks to safely land the shuttle 

I-13h – Portable power generator is set up; all statis pods begin the wake-up process (Eng/Med 2) 

I-12h – Transport relays are set up from cavern to surface and to ship; Ext Task, Work 12, Diff 1, Resist 1 

I-5h – Relays installed, tested, and damaged relay replaced. 

I-1h – “Bynars” awake, transport activated. Shuttle leaves the surface on remote pilot. Complication rolled, so 
unable to achieve altitude due to storm. First Contact happens in a suitable transporter room with a group of 
very scared aliens; how they handle it is down to the GMs discretion. 

I-0h – Momentum spent to allow final check of the shuttle; remote-Conn passes Daring & Conn check, and 
shuttle leaves the atmosphere as the first asteroid plummets to the planet surface. 

 



Closing Scenes; 

Assuming they were recovered; the aliens are, from a biological scan, not actually related to the Bynars, 
although they are physically similar. They are space faring, but not warp capable. They have achieved Impulse 
drive, allowing them to exploit their system, and explore local systems in conjunction with cryostatis pods. 
They suspect, but have never met, any alien civilisations. They will ask to be delivered back to their home 
planet; this presents another ethical issue for the captain, as these individuals could force them to break the 
Prime Directive, although they also cannot kidnap them. It is up to the GM to determine whether the home 
system has since achieved Warp capability, or how much of a reprimand they may receive! Or, does the 
captain take this opportunity to begin First Contact with the wider populous? 

 

The asteroids smash into the planets surface at regular intervals, the force of impact ejecting material into low 
orbit. 

If the ship leaves orbit at this time, the we see the planet covered in molten rock and with clouds of dust and 
smoke raining back down. 

If the ship stays in orbit for a short period of time (days), they will notice the disturbance subsides much 
quicker than the Geologists on board would expect; months or years of disturbance is over in hours. 

If the ship stays in orbit for a little longer (a week), they will begin to detect water vapour, and eventually 
liquid water, beginning to form, and the beginning of a water cycle. 

If the ship stays for a few weeks, sensors will begin to detect multicellular animal and plant life within the seas, 
and the atmosphere will begin to change. 

 

Appendix – additional information which could be uncovered, or alternate events; 

With relevant Focus and successes, it can be revealed that the Nebula was formed from the destruction of at 
least one of the gas giants, from other orb-laden asteroids which smashed into them at huge velocities 
(suggested; Insight & Conn + Astronavigation or similar, Diff 2) 

If the age of the asteroid is investigated, it can be revealed that they are several hundred thousand years old, 
based on the decay of isotopes. For standard asteroids, this would be expected to be several billion years old, 
showing these are artificial asteroids (suggested; Reason & Science + Astrophysics / Stellar Phenomena) 

The asteroids are too massive to eliminate them all through conventional weapons (Phaser & Photon); the ship 
(regardless of Scale) will be able to slow one of the asteroids sufficiently using a Tractor Beam to buy 1 or 2 
additional Increments in the Gated Challenge – for every 4h with Tractor engaged, the asteroid is slowed by 
1h, meaning that if the away team need extra time, they will need to let the ship know as soon as possible. 
Ships equipped with Quantum Torpedoes will be able to destroy an asteroid with a Full Spread, however this 
will also turn one large object into millions of smaller objects and may make matters worse. 

 

Final comments: 

When I ran this for my players, it was a couple of weeks to a month before LD episode "Moist Vessel" was 
released. My intention with the goo was that it was biological matter only, whereas Moist Vessel was any 
matter. However, it was odd watching the episode and thinking about how close it actually was to what I had 
made up! 

 


